Department of English
Texas Tech University
Spring 2017
Events Calendar
(all times are p.m.)

February
W, 1  • LSJE Lunchtime speakers: Jackie Kolosov & Jessica Smith, 201, 12:30
• Sexism/Cinema & IFS: MAD MAX: FURY ROAD, Alamo Drafthouse, 7:00
M, 13 • Alfred Hitchcock's SUSPICION (1941), Alamo Drafthouse, 7:00
W, 15 • CTD speaker: Lisa Gitelman lecture, 106, 6:00
Th, 16 • CTD workshop with Lisa Gitelman, 201, 3:30
Th, 23 • Graduate Recruitment speaker: Bob Holman, 001, 7:30
F, 24 • Graduate Recruitment Day
• CW alumni readings: Rachel Furey and Brent Newsom, 106, 3:00

March
Th, 2  • Humanities Center speaker: Abby Smith Rumsey, Formby Room, 5:30
• Iron Horse Literary Review speaker: Edward Kelsey Moore, 001, 7:30
Tu, 7  • Roger Vadim’s BARBARELLA (1968), Alamo Drafthouse, 9:00
W, 8  • LSJE Lunchtime Speakers: Yuan Shu and Chen Chen, 201, 12:30
• SPRING BREAK
W, 22 • CTD speaker: Bill Hart-Davidson lecture, 106, 6 pm
Th, 23 • CTD workshop with Bill Hart-Davidson, 201, 3:30 pm

April
M-Tu, 3-4 • Humanities Center speaker: Rosi Braidotti, Formby Room, 5:30
W, 5  • LSJE Lunchtime Speakers: Mike Borshuk & Taryn Gilbert, 201, 12:30
F-Sa, 7-8 • Comparative Literature Symposium: “The Word in the World: Culture, Technology, and Discourse in the 21st Century,” with Rachel Lee, UCLA, and Harveen Mann, Loyola University Chicago
Su, 9  • (silent) HAMLET (1921), Alamo Drafthouse, 6 pm
Th, 13 • Iron Horse Literary Review speaker: Elissa Washuta, 001, 7:30
Tu, 18 • Writers Resist reading, LHUCA, 7:00
W, 19 • LSJE Roundtable: Barry Lopez, Toni Jensen, and Alex Pearl, 001, 7:00
Th, 20 • Humanities Center speaker: Visiting Fellow Barnaby Chesterton, Formby Room, 5:30
• Iron Horse Literary Review speaker: Anne Valente, 001, 7:30
Th-Sa, 20-22 • Sowell Collection Conference: Barry Lopez, Stephen Graham Jones, Barbara Ras, Toni Jensen
F, 28  • Full faculty Meeting, 201, 3:00
• Scholarship reception, English Atrium, 4:00

May
Tu, 9  • CW reading: Chen Chen from his first collection of poetry, 001, 7:30